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Lines and Angles 

Angles 2 and 6 are corresponding 

Angles 2 and 3 are vertical angles (always =) 

Angles 7 and 8 are a linear pair (always supplementary) 

Angle 3 is obtuse so answer D is wrong 

SSM: 

•pair of angles must involve 

both lines 

•only one answer, A, works 



Lines and Angles 

Draw arc from Z intersecting line l twice 

From intersecting points draw arcs (same distance) below line l 

Connect point Z and intersecting point below line l 

Line passes closest to W 

SSM: 

•use edge of scrap paper to 

estimate perpendicular line 



Lines and Angles 

Angle 1 and Angle 2 are same side of transversal 

and one is interior (2) and one is exterior (1)   Corresponding angles 

SSM: 

•Eliminate answers 

 A (vertical angle) 

 C (both on same side) 

 D (no such special name)  



Lines and Angles 

Angle 2 is an acute angle 

Angle 1 is an obtuse angle 

Acute angle and obtuse angle = 180 (magic number!) 

 

115 + x = 180 

         x = 65 

SSM: 

•Angle 2 is medium acute 

eliminate answers F and J 



Lines and Angles 

If lines are parallel, then all acute angles are equal 

and all obtuse angles are equal 

Form linear pair combos with given angles 

Pick which does not have same pairs of angles 

SSM: 

•Use straight-edge tool to 

continue lines as far as 

possible 

•Parallel never can cross 

s eventually will cross 

either r or t 



Lines and Angles 

If lines are parallel, then all acute angles are equal 

and all obtuse angles are equal 

Form linear pair combos with given angles 

Pick which has same pairs of angles 

SSM: 

•Use straight-edge tool to 

continue lines as far as 

possible 

•Parallel never can cross 

m eventually will cross both 

l and n 



Lines and Angles 

Eliminate answers: 

A. vertical angles 

B. linear pair 

C. linear pair 

D. consecutive interior angles (supplementary) 

SSM: 

•Must be same size (if ) 

•Supplementary if one of 

each 

•Two different lines involved 



Lines and Angles 

The construction divides the given angle in half 

SSM: 

• something to do with an 

angle 

• eliminates H and J 



Lines and Angles 

Count the number of sides, n = 5 

 

exterior angle = 360 / 5 = 72 = x 

SSM: 

•x and y are linear pair 

•x is a medium to large acute angle 

eliminate answers C and D 



Lines and Angles 

Draw an arc with center at A and passes through B 

Which ever point the arc passes through is equal distant 

SSM: 

•Use ruler or scratch paper 

to measure AB  

•Compare to all other 

segments 



Lines and Angles 

Eliminate answers: 

A. vertical angles                     (only one line affected) 

B. corresponding angles 

C. alternate interior angles 

D. alternate interior angles 

SSM: 

•Must be same size (if ) 

•Two different lines involved 



Triangles and Logic 

converse  flip                                          flip the phrases 

inverse  negates 

contrapostive  flips and negates 

SSM: 

•J does not fit the patterns 



Triangles and Logic 

Just because some snakes live in the water does not mean that they are fish 

SSM: 

•Check to see which answers 

make sense when you read 

them 

•D does not fit the pattern 



Triangles and Logic 

first phrase is the negation of q and the second phrase is the negative of p 

 

only answer J has not p in the second spot 

SSM: 

• label each statement as told 

• label the statement in 

question 

•pick the answer 



Triangles and Logic 

Take the smallest two numbers 

add them together 

if they are greater than the third, 

then we can have a triangle 

SSM: 

• same procedures as normal 



Triangles and Logic 

Similar triangles: 

 
  5          h 
----   =  ----                   12h = 5(264)            h = 110                
 12        264 

SSM: 

•not to scale!! 

•use 264 distance to help estimate 

the height of the building 



Triangles and Logic 

Align the corresponding sides:  AB and DE 

Ratio is 2 : 1 

So AC = 24   and BC = 29 

SSM: 

•Use DF as a measure to compare 

with AC 



Triangles and Logic 

Order the measures of sides from smallest to largest:        12  <   15   <  19 

Replace with the letter of the sides                                       QR <  PQ  < PR 

Put in the missing letter of the triangle                                 P   <   R    <  Q 

Now the angles are ordered from largest to smallest:       P  <  R  < Q 

SSM: 

•Remember the virtual alligator 

largest stick  largest mouth 



Triangles and Logic 

Angles:  A = 60, C = 50 and B must be 70 (3 angles = 180)  

 

Since BC is opposite the 60° angle it is the middle length side, 

and must be between 10 (smallest) and 12 (longest) 

SSM: 

•Use ruler or scrap paper 

to measure AB and 

estimate BC 



Triangles and Logic 

Roses are both bushes and flowering plants 

SSM: 

•no help 



Triangles and Logic 

Pythagorean Theorem: 

 

 6² + x²  =  8² 

36 + x²  =  64 

        x²  =  28 

         x  =  2√7            need to double it for SU 

SSM: 

•SU is bigger than 8 

eliminates A and B 



Triangles and Logic 

Pythagorean Theorem: 

 

 4² + 4²  =  z² 

16 + 16  =  z² 

        32  =  z² 

      4√2  =   z 

SSM: 

•Measure: 

z is bigger than 4 

eliminates F and G 

•but less than 8, which 

eliminates J 



Triangles and Logic 

Trigonometry problem:                          SOH  CAH  TOA 

label the sides of the triangle: 

  12 is adj 

  h is opp 

  diagonal is hyp 

must use tan                              tan 70° = x / 12 

                                            12 (tan 70°) = x  

                                                            33 = x 

SSM: 

•Use 12 as the measure and 

estimate the height of the 

building 

•Less than 3 times, but more 

than 2;  eliminates A and D 



Polygons and Circles 

Square’s diagonals bisect each other 

EC = ½ AC = 14 

EC is one of the 4 equal sides of DECF 

PDECF = 4  14 = 56 

SSM: 

•Use AC as a scaling reference 

•EC is ½ AC 

 



Polygons and Circles 

Rectangle characteristic (often tested) is 

that the diagonals are equal 

SSM: 

•no help 

 



Polygons and Circles 

Parallelogram’s diagonals bisect each other: 

 

So the midpoints of either WY or XZ is the 

intersection point 

 

XZ midpoint is ( (1+6)/2 , (1+6)/2 ) or (3.5, 3.5) 

SSM: 

•Plot points on graph paper 

•Draw lines connecting WY 

and XZ 

 



Polygons and Circles 

Pentagon’s interior angles sum to 540 = (n -2)180 

 

540 = x + 104 + 152 + 92 + 110 

540 = x + 458 

  82 = x 

SSM: 

•Angle x is a large acute angle 

•Only answer that is acute is A 



Polygons and Circles 

Triangle’s interior angles sum to 180 = (n -2)180 

 

180 = x + x + x 

180 = 3x 

  60 = x 

SSM: 

•3 sided polygon is a triangle 

• regular all angles equal 

•180/3 = 60 



Polygons and Circles 

Interior angle + exterior angle = 180 

156 + x = 180 

          x = 24 

 

360 = n  exterior angle 

360 = 24 n 

15   = n 

SSM: 

•not much help 



Polygons and Circles 

Area of a circle = r²    and r = 10 

A = (10)² 

    = 100 

 

Area of sector is ¼(area of circle) = ¼ (100) = 25 

SSM: 

•quarter of a circle 

•use formula sheet 



Polygons and Circles 

Triangle’s interior angles sum to 180 = B + 4x + 8x 

   where x = 5 

180 = B + 4(5) + 8(5) 

180 = B + 60 

120 = B  

 

Opposite angles equal in parallelogram so D = 120 

SSM: 

•Use corner of scrap paper: Angle 

D is a medium obtuse angle 

eliminate answers A and D 



Polygons and Circles 

Angle D is an inscribed angle 

 

measure of inscribed angle = ½ measure of its arc 

D = ½ (46) = 23 

SSM: 

•Use corner of scrap paper: Angle 

D is a small acute angle 

eliminate answers G, H, J 



Three-Dimensional Figures 

fold figures up to see what they make: 

             A.  square pyramid 

             B.  extra face 

             C.  nothing 

             D.  triangular pyramid 

SSM: 

•4 faces 

• count faces of the figures 

•only D has 4 faces 



Three-Dimensional Figures 

fold figures up to see what they make: 

J.  has no front of box 

SSM: 

•no help 



Three-Dimensional Figures 

V = lwh   

V = (1.5)(1.5)(9.5) 

V = 21.4 

SSM: 

• formula sheet 



Three-Dimensional Figures 

V = 1/3 Bh 

V = 1/3 (41.57)(10) 

V = 1/3 (415.7) 

V = 138.56 

SSM: 

• formula sheet 

•B = base area 

•h = height 



Three-Dimensional Figures 

SApb = 4r² = 196 

              4r² = 196 

                r² = 49 

                r  = 7 

 

SAsb = 4(2r)² = 16r² = 16(7)² = 16(49) = 784 

 

SSM: 

•Formula sheet 



SSM: 

• length = 2 width = 96 

•work out each proportion 

to determine which works 

proportion needs to set up corresponding parts on 

both sides of the equation: 

A. ws / wb  =  ls / lb 

B. ws / ls    =   lb / wb 

C. ws / lb    =  ls  / wb 

D. not a proportion (l = 4; can’t be) 

Coordinate Relations and Transformations 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

SSM: 

•which line can the triangle 

be folded in half over 

Only line q allows the figure to be folded in half perfectly 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

Pythagorean Theorem                  or                  Distance formula 

 6² + 4²  = AC²                                    √(-3 – 3)² + (2 – (-2))² 

36 + 16 =  AC²                                    √(-6)² + (4)² 

        52 =  AC²                                     √(36 + 16) 

       7.2 = AC                                        √52  =  7.2 

SSM: 

•plot points on graph paper 

•measure diameter with 

scratch paper 

•use graph paper to 

estimate distance 

•2 < 3rd side < 10 

•Answers A &D wrong 

y 

x 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

SSM: 

• look for pattern that 

repeats 4 times 

Eliminate answers: 

A. only 2 lines of symmetry (pattern repeats twice) 

B. no lines of symmetry (no pattern) 

C. shaded circles mess up repeating patterns 

D. pattern repeats in all four quadrants 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

SSM: 

•draw a compass with Q as 

North 

•answer between South (T) 

and West (between U & V) 

Clockwise rotation is in the RS direction from Q 

180 is at point T 

270 is between U&V 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

SSM: 

• fold RS over y-axis in your 

mind 

•plot answer points on graph 

Equal distant from y-axis or (x, y)  (-x, y) 

 

(-4, 3)  (4, 3) 



Coordinate Relations and Transformations 

Midpoint formula: 

 

(3+ x) ,   (2+y) 

--------    -------      = (6, -2) 

     2            2 

 

(3 + x, 2 + y)  =  (12, -4) 

              (x, y) = (9, -6) 

y 

x 

SSM: 

•plot given midpoint and 

endpoint of graph 

•plot answer points on graph 

E 

M 

answer area 


